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Slow dynamics and aging of a confined granular flow

G. Ovarlez and E. Cle´ment
Laboratoire des Milieux De´sordonne´s et Hétérogènes, UMR 7603, Universite´ Pierre et Marie Curie, Boıˆte 86,

4 Place Jussieu, F-75252 Paris, France
~Received 25 February 2003; published 3 September 2003!

We present experimental results on slow flow properties of a granular assembly confined in a vertical
column and driven upwards at a constant velocityV. The wall roughness is much lower than the typical grain
size. For monodisperse assemblies this study evidences at low velocities (1,V,100 mm/s) a stiffening
behavior, i.e., the stress necessary to obtain a steady-state velocity increases roughly logarithmically with
velocity. On the other hand, at very low driving velocity (V,1 mm/s), we evidence a discontinuous and
hysteretic transition to a stick-slip regime characterized by a strong divergence of the maximal blockage force
when the velocity goes to zero. We show that all this phenomenology is strongly influenced by surrounding
humidity. We also present an attempt to establish a link between the granular rheology and the solid friction
forces between the wall and the grains. We base our discussions on a simple theoretical model and independent
grain/wall tribology measurements. We also use finite element numerical simulations to compare experimental
results with isotropic elasticity. A second system made of polydisperse assemblies of glass beads is investi-
gated. We emphasize the onset of a new dynamical behavior, i.e., the large distribution of blockage forces
evidenced in the stick-slip regime.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.031302 PACS number~s!: 45.70.2n, 46.55.1d, 81.05.Rm
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I. INTRODUCTION

Granular flows are presently the focus of many attenti
@1#. The classical model for granular media stability was p
posed at the end of the 18th century by de Coulomb w
revealed a strong analogy between the failure properties
granular assembly and the phenomenology of solid-on-s
friction. Modern developments have elaborated sophistica
empirical approaches around this fundamental idea@2#, but
so far there is no deep physical understanding or rigor
derivation describing the passage from the granular level
scription to a set of evolution equations involving macr
scopic quantities such as stress, strain, or packing frac
Furthermore, there is an additional difficulty to understa
complex behaviors such as aging under stress or to acc
for the influence of external parameters such as surroun
humidity, the effects of which are often observed in practi
Note that similar questions are still under active consid
ation in the field of tribology@3–5#, but in the case of granu
lar assemblies, a supplementary difficulty lies in the frag
character of granular structures which can be easily modi
under the action of external constraints.

Actually, recent aging experiments in granular media@6,7#
found logarithmic aging of static friction enhanced by
increase in relative humidity. These results have been in
preted by the dynamics of capillary condensation at the c
tacts @6,8#. However, aging is also observed for a granu
material immersed@9#, where capillary condensation cann
occur, under the condition that the material is sheared du
aging. Solid-on-solid experiments also reveal logarithmic
ing of static friction enhanced by an increase in relative
midity @4#, but there may be other sources of aging of sta
friction: creep of contacts@3# or chemical reactions at th
interface @9#. A very recent solid-on-solid experiment@5#
shows that relative humidity may also have an influence
dynamic friction.
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The dynamical behavior of a slider has been deeply inv
tigated by Heslotet al. @10#. They found that for low driving
velocity, the dynamical coefficient of friction decreases w
velocity ~this is the velocity weakening regime!, whereas it
may increase with velocity for higher driving velocities~this
is the velocity strengthening regime!. In the velocity weak-
ening regime, a continuous transition to stick-slip moti
may occur when decreasing the driving velocity. In the v
locity strengthening regime, the transition to stick-slip m
tion is a finite amplitude, hysteretic transition.

Dynamical behavior of slowly driven granular materia
was investigated by different groups both in compress
and/or in shearing experiments@9,11–13#. Plane shearing ex
periments@9,13# reveal stick-slip motion at low velocity, bu
the origin of this dynamical regime remains unclear in t
case of granular materials: the relevant length scale is
grain scale in Ref.@9#, whereas it may be the roughness sc
in Ref. @13#.

Here we present an experimental situation of the sa
type, but in a quite different geometry. We investigate t
rheology of a granular assembly confined in a cylindric
column and pushed it vertically from the bottom. The res
tance to vertical motion as well as the blocking/unblocki
transitions reveals a phenomenology possibly shared
many confined granular assemblies. Note that this colu
configuration may help us to understand several pract
situations such as pipe flows@14#, compaction under stress
or dense granular paste extrusion. A previous investiga
with the same display was made in two dimensions~2D! @15#
and also in 3D@16# as a preliminary report, and for recen
experiments see Refs.@17,18#. These contributions have
shown a rich phenomenology partly sorted by the solid fr
tion properties of the grains and the boundaries. The imp
tance of surrounding humidity was also evidenced@16# as it
would strongly influence the rheology of the granular c
umn. In this paper, we push further the investigation as
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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G. OVARLEZ AND E. CLÉMENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031302 ~2003!
change the column material, the beads characteristics
size dispersity, under various humidity conditions. We a
propose to compare our data with the outcome of a sim
numerical model of isotropic elasticity.

In the classical situation of Newtonian fluid pushed by
piston ~typically in a syringe!, one would obtain a relation
between pressure and flow rate, which is characterized
fluid constitutive parameter: the viscosity. For an isotro
elastic medium, the resistance to pushing would depend
the material’s Poisson ratio and wall frictional properti
@19,20# ~we will discuss this question further in the text!. For
a granular material, the situation isa priori more complex
since the piling structure can be modified so as to adap
the external constraints. Friction at the walls may also cre
internal granular recirculation flows@15#. Therefore it is an
important but difficult matter to clarify the rheology of th
system by sorting the respective influence of grain-bound
friction versus bulk structural changes. Along this line, w
started with a simple situation of low friction steel bea
with frictional boundaries but of a roughness much sma
than a grain size. A second situation is studied where
granular material is made of rugous polydisperse glass be

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Most experiments are performed on dry, noncohesive,
monodisperse steel beads of diameterd51.58 mm piled into
a vertical duralumin or brass cylinder of diameterD
536 mm. We also perform a series of experiments on
miscellany of glass beads of three diameters~1.5 mm, 2 mm,
and 3 mm! with equal volume of each kind, in a poly~methyl
methacrylate! ~PMMA! cylinder. The column is closed at th
bottom by a movable brass piston avoiding contact with
column ~diameter mismatch is 0.5 mm!. A force probe of
stiffnessk540 000 N m21 is located under the piston and
pushed at a constant driving velocityV ~between 5 nm s21

and 100mm s21) via a stepping motor~see Fig. 1!. The re-
sistance forceF encountered by the piston is measured a
function of time. We also monitor the relative humidity (x)
and the surrounding temperature. We work in the ran
35%,x,75%, as well as in dry air (x,3%) and humid air

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup. Inset: sketch of
slider.
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(x590%). Actually, except for the dry and humid situ
tions, we do not regulate this last parameter (x) but we
record its values close to the experimental setup. We ob
dry air by having a weak air flux (250 ml min21) flow into a
cylinder filled with silica. We obtain humid air by making
weak air flux (250 ml min21) bubble through water. Then
for the duration of an experiment, weak fluxes of humid
dry air are set to flow through the column from top to bo
tom, maintaining a constant and homogeneous level of
midity. Note that a stationary relative humidity is reached
a few minutes. We start our experiments when this station
level is attained. We verified that the weak air flux does n
perturb the system: we notice no evolution of the force wh
the flux is stopped as long as relative humidity remains
changed. Temperature is kept at (2061) °C. We actually
find no correlation between the force fluctuations and
temperature variations in this range.

Note that the brass and duralumin cylinders have v
different surface properties~Fig. 2!. The duralumin cylinder
is rough cast, and its roughness is 400 nm. The brass cyli
was machine turned, and has a mean roughness of 7mm
with undulations of wavelength 100mm and depth 25mm.
Note that this roughness is much smaller than a grain si

In order to compare precisely the rheological properties
granular assemblies to solid friction properties, we buil
special device~called ‘‘the slider,’’ see Fig. 1 inset! designed
to study the tribology of bead-wall contact. This device is
to apply a constant normal load (FN52 N) on three steel
beads sliding vertically on the cylinder’s wall. Then, the d
namical evolution of the resistance force encountered by
piston pushing a granular material can be compared to
slider’s friction resistance driven in the same conditions.

Two granular systems will be studied. First, a model
sembly of monodisperse steel spheres and second a pol
perse assembly of rough glass beads. The largest part o
paper is devoted to the monodisperse assembly.

e

FIG. 2. Topographies@21# of internal surfaces of duralumin~top
image! and brass~bottom image! columns used in our experiments
The surfaces were scanned on 800mm by 800mm, with 2 mm
steps; vertical resolution is 100 nm. The horizontal axis on
graphs is the symmetry axis of the columns.
2-2
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SLOW DYNAMICS AND AGING OF A CONFINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031302 ~2003!
III. MONODISPERSE STEEL BEADS

We now report on the simplest situation, i.e., monod
perse low frictional steel beads in a duralumin or brass c
inder. We observe two distinct dynamical stationary regim
~Fig. 3!: for high driving velocities, the motion is characte
ized by a steady sliding and a constant pushing force; for
velocities, the system undergoes a dynamic instability ch
acterized by a stick-slip motion.

We first note that as far as averaged packing fraction
pushing force are concerned, whatever the initial state
preparation is, the same stationary regime is reached~Fig. 4!.
When a dense packing (n̄565.060.5%) is prepared by rain
filling, the force in the steady-sliding regime increases up
a maximum, then decreases slowly for a piston displacem
of about 3 mm. At this point where a stationary valueF̄ of
the force is attained, the average packing fractionn̄ is 62.5
60.5%. In the case of an initially loose packing (n̄559.0
60.5%), prepared by using an inner cylinder slowly r
moved after filling, the force in the steady-sliding regim
increases monotonically for a 3-mm displacement before
same stationary valueF̄ of force is reached. This state is als
characterized by a 62.5% packing fraction. For all prepa
tions, we always get a stationary regime characterized by
same pushing forceF̄, which depends on driving velocityV,
relative humidityx, and packing’s heightH, as well as the
same packing fraction (n̄562.560.5%), independent ofV,
x, andH. The stick-slip regime displays a similar phenom
enology: the piling reaches a stationary packing fraction
n̄562.560.5%; in the transitory regime, the pushing for

FIG. 3. Resistance force to pushing of a heightH52.15D ~380
g! of steel beads in the duralumin cylinder vs displacementdstageof
the translation stage;~a! in the stick-slip regime (V530 nm s21),
~b! in the steady-sliding regime (V5100 mm s21).
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for dense packing displays a maximum and for a loose pa
ing shows a monotonous increase. In Sec. III A 1, we p
pose an explanation for the phenomenology of the transi
regimes.

We are aware that there is always ordering at the wall
monodisperse packing of hard spheres, and shearing su
granular material can induce crystallization effects@22#. We
cannot prevent this ordering since, at steady state, gen
packing properties and the granular rheology impose it. N
ertheless, for a flat interface~after pouring!, ordering at a
boundary is never larger than 3–4 grain sizes~see, for ex-
ample Ref.@23#!. Moreover, here, we have a curved boun
ary that prevents further the extension of a crystalline ord
ing in the bulk. To be more precise, an experiment w
performed by Vanel@24#, in the same geometrical condition
the packing was invaded by a polymeric resin, then solidifi
and sliced. The organization effect at the wall was clear
did not go over 2 grain sizes. Furthermore, we measur
packing fraction of 0.62560.005 constant in time. This is a
average quantity close enough to the random close pac
limit. Thus, it means for us that in the following, the glob
redirection properties captured by Janssen’s coefficientK are
bulk effects essentially due to a randomly packed mate
~but not necessarily isotropic!.

In the following, we present the phenomenology observ
in the steady-sliding and the stick-slip regime, when the s
tionary state is attained. For each regime, we first focus
the mechanical properties and propose a model accoun
for friction at the walls and bulk properties; we then stu
and analyze the rheological properties. In Sec. III C, we po

FIG. 4. Evolution of the resistance force in the steady-slid
regime for two different initial packings: a dense one~65%! and a
loose one~59%!; the full line is for the initially dense packing, the
dotted line is for the initially loose packing.~a! V520 mm s21; ~b!
V5100 mm s21.
2-3
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G. OVARLEZ AND E. CLÉMENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031302 ~2003!
out ambiguity of dependence on relative humidity. We th
analyze our results in a standard solid-on-solid fricti
framework ~the Dieterich-Ruina model!. Finally, we study
the transition from steady-sliding to stick-slip regime.

A. Steady sliding

For a given height of beads in the column, at given dr
ing velocity V and relative humidityx, the force in the
steady-sliding regime is constant within 2%@Fig. 5~a!#, and
its distribution around mean valueF̄ is nearly Gaussian.

Next, we study the behavior of mean pushing forceF̄ as a
function of the packing height, the driving velocity, and t
relative humidity.

1. Mechanical properties

For a vertically pushed granular assembly, the driv
force exerted by the piston is screened due to friction w
the walls. To evaluate this effect, the mean resistance forcF̄
in the steady-sliding regime is measured as a function of
packing height~see Fig. 6!.

The resistance forceF̄ increases very rapidly with pack
ing’s heightH. Following the standard Janssen screening p
ture, this strong resistance to motion is due to the leanin
the granular material on the walls created by the horizo
redirection of vertical stress in association with solid fricti
at the sidewalls. It means that we may relate horizontal
vertical stresses averaged on a slice at heightz by an effec-
tive relation

FIG. 5. ~a! Distribution of the resistance force value for eve
micrometer during 5 mm of sliding in the steady-sliding regime
Fig. 3~b! at V5100 mm s21. ~b! Distribution of the maximum and
minimum resistance forcesFmax andFmin in the stick-slip regime
of Fig. 3~a! at V530 nm s21 during 5 mm of sliding.
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szz~z!5Ks rr ~z!, ~1!

whereK is called Janssen’s redirection constant. At the wa
we suppose a sliding of the granular material at a velocityV0
~the driving velocity!; the shearing stress is then

s rz~z!5emd~V0!s rr ~z!, ~2!

wheremd(V0) is the dynamic coefficient of friction betwee
the beads and the cylinder’s wall at a velocityV0. The con-
stante561 is introduced in order to differentiate betwee
pushing and pulling experiments. Whene511, the granular
material is moving upwards and friction is fully mobilize
downwards~our pushing experiment!; and whene521, the
granular material is moving downwards and friction is ful
mobilized upwards.

The forceF̄« exerted by the grains on the piston can
derived from equilibrium equations for all slices, thus w
obtain

F̄e5%glpR2eFexpS e
H

l D21G , ~3!

where% is the mass density of the granular material,R is the
cylinder radius, andg is gravity acceleration. The lengthl
5R/2Kmd(V0) is the effective screening length.

It is easily seen from Eq.~3! that whene511, any slight
change inm or K is exponentially amplified with a drasti
influence on the pushing forceF̄. In the steady state-regime
the experimental data obtained for a given pushing velo
V can be fitted by relation~3! by adjusting only one param
eter, i.e.,

p115Kmd~V0!, ~4!

wheremd(V0) is the dynamic coefficient of friction at veloc
ity V0.

We see in Fig. 6 that the data are well fitted by Eq.~3!
and, for a relative humidityx545%, for steel beads in the
duralumin cylinder, we obtainp1150.14060.001 at Vup
516 mm s21 andp1150.14660.001 atVup5100 mm s21.

f

FIG. 6. Mean resistance force in the steady-sliding regime a
function of the heightH of the packing scaled by the column diam
eter D, for steel beads in the duralumin column, forV
516 mm s21 ~filled squares! and V5100 mm s21 ~open circles!.
The solid line and the dotted line are fits by Eq.~3!. The dashed line
is the hydrostatic curve.
2-4
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We are now able to propose an interpretation of the f
tures observed for different initial packing fractions with
Janssen’s framework. Since Janssen’s coefficientK is an in-
creasing function of the packing fraction, as it was sho
previously@25,19#, the resistance force of an initially dens
packing displays a maximum, as a dense packing leans m
efficiently on walls than a loose one; the pushing force th
decreases while the packing loosens~i.e., whileK decreases!.
On the other hand, for an initially loose packing the resist
force in the transitory regime will increase while the packi
densifies~i.e., whileK increases!.

For an initially dense packing, we extract a parame
p11

max from a fit of the pushing force maximum value in th
transitory regime with formula~3!: we obtainp11

max'0.18 at
Vup516 mm s21 and p11

max'0.18 at Vup5100 mm s21; as
this experiment was not repeated sufficiently, we do not h
uncertainties on these values. Nevertheless, we note tha
p11

max value is roughly 25% higher than thep11 stationary
value, whatever the velocity is. These results are consis

with a K dependence on compacityn̄ derived in Ref.@19# for
an assembly of monodisperse glass beads, i.e.,DK/K

'5Dn̄/ n̄; for initial compacity 65% and steady-state com
pacity 62.5%, this empirical formula actually leads
DK/K'0.2. Therefore, in Janssen’s framework, we are
to attribute the difference between maximum force and
tionary force to a difference in stress redirection~i.e., in K)
due to a difference in compacity. The force history in t
transitory regime would then just reflect the compac
history.

As a check of consistency, we perform the following d
namical experiment. First, the granular column is pushed
wards in order to mobilize the friction forces downwards a
far enough to reach the steady-state compacity. Starting f
this situation, the friction forces at the walls are reversed
moving the piston downwards at a constant velocityVdown
516 mm s21, until a stationary regime is attained. Note th
this stationary regime is characterized by the same com
ity n̄'62.5% as in the pushing situation. Following relati
~3!, this procedure would imply a change ofe from 1 to
21 and consequently, the dynamical force on the pis
should decrease fromF̄11 to F̄21. In Fig. 7, the pushing
force F̄21 is measured for different packing heightsH. The
fit of experimental results with Eq. ~3! gives
p21(16 mm s21)50.15660.002, which is 10% larger tha
p11(16 mm s21). This difference, though small, can be o
served out of uncertainties, and is systematic. It canno
due to a slight change in compacityn̄ as from relation
DK/K'5Dn̄/ n̄, we would expect a 2% variation in compa
ity between the pushing and the pulling experiments, wh
would be observed; we actually measuredDn̄/ n̄5061%.
According to Janssen’s picture, this would imply that vertic
stress redirection is more efficient in the downward pulli
situation. We believe this is a clear evidence of a granu
structuration effect but it also shows that this effect is n
dominant: it affects only 10% of the average mechani
parameterK.
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We have shown in another report that in a Janssen exp
ment, an isotropic homogeneous elastic material can als
characterized by stress redirection properties@19#. For a
granular column at high depth, an effective relation

szz5Kels rr ~5!

is obtained with

Kel5np /~12np!, ~6!

wherenp is the material’s Poisson coefficient. This actua
leads to a curve similar to Janssen’s saturation curve as
as friction at the walls is small~typically less than 0.5). In
order to get the isotropic homogeneous elasticity predict
for the pushing experiment, we perform a series of numer
simulations using finite element method@26#. The column is
modeled as an isotropic elastic medium. We vary the frict
md at the walls, the Young modulusE, and the Poisson co
efficientnp . We impose a rigid, either perfectly stick or pe
fectly slip bottom. We find no appreciable difference b
tween these two previous cases. The conditions rz
52mds rr is imposed everywhere at the walls~for the pull-
ing situation, we imposes rz51mds rr ). The cylinder is
modeled as a duralumin elastic medium. As long as
Young modulusE of the elastic medium is less than 50
MPa, which is usually the case for granular media, we fi
no dependence of the results onE. We verified that in all the
simulations we performed, there is no traction in the elas
medium, so that this could be a fair modeling for a granu
material.

We find no appreciable difference between the elastic p
diction ~Fig. 8! and the curve given by Eq.~3! with K
5Kel . Therefore, regarding the dependence of the station
state forceF̄ on the height of beads, our system cannot
distinguished from an elastic medium.

Note that finite element simulations show that the pr
ence of a rigid bottom implies that the effective Jansse
parameterKe f f extracted from Janssen’s scaling for the pu

FIG. 7. Resistance force to pushing~filled squares! and to pull-
ing ~open squares! in the steady-sliding regime atV516 mm s21 as
a function of the heightH of the packing scaled by the colum
diameterD, for steel beads in the duralumin column. The solid lin
are the fit with Eq.~3! of the resistance force to pushing and
prediction for the pulling situation; the dotted lines are the fit w
Eq. ~3! of the resistance force to pulling and its prediction for t
pushing situation.
2-5
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ing situation is higher thanKel @19#, whereas for the pushing
Ke f f'Kel ~as can be seen in Fig. 8: the fit of the elas
curve withK5Kel is good!. Details on this numerical work
will be given elsewhere@20#. Actually, if we adjust the elas
tic predictions for pushing and pulling experiments with
elastic material of Poisson coefficientnp50.45, Eq. ~3!
yields a Janssen’s constantKe f f for the pushing which is
about 3% lower thanKe f f for the pulling. This is qualita-
tively ~though not quantitatively! in agreement with the ex
perimental results. Then isotropic elasticity can be a go
framework only if we neglect the existence of bulk struc
ration effects inducing differences in the effective Poiss
coefficient of the material between the pulling and the pu
ing. Note that in this case, an isotropic modeling of t
granular material is somehow questionable.

In a previous study@25#, it was found that Janssen’s pic
ture has a general tendency to slightly underestimate
stress below a granular column for a homogeneous pac
of glass beads. We have showed in another report that it i
more true as the friction at walls is very well controlle
Therefore, this model, though elementary, seems a fair b
for analysis and provides an analytical expression fr
which constitutive rheological parameters can be extrac
A central question is still that the fitting parametersp
5Kmd , extracted from the model, do not allow to disti
guish betweenmd andK separately.

In the following, we will show experiments which aim a
sorting out the relative contributions of wall-bead intera
tions ~i.e., md) and bulk properties~i.e., K), which have an
influence on the rheological properties when velocity a
relative humidity are changed.

2. Rheological properties

The mean resistance forceF̄ in the steady-sliding regime
increases strongly when the velocity and the relative hum
ity are increased. In the duralumin column~Fig. 9!, the re-
sistance forceF̄ at velocity V5100 mm s21 is 60% higher
for relative humidityx573% than forx540%; near the
transition to the stick-slip regime (V51 mm s21), depen-
dence ofF̄ on x is much less important, and there is actua

FIG. 8. Comparison of the resistance force to pushing simula
for a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium~squares! of Poisson
coefficientnp50.45 and Young modulusE5100 MPa in a duralu-
min cylinder, with coefficient of frictionm50.2 at the walls, to the
curve obtained with Eq.~3! with Janssen coefficientK5Kel

5np /(12np)50.82 ~full line!.
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no difference inF̄ values forx varying between 40% and
73%. Another important feature is that the increase ofF̄ with
velocity is sharper whenx is higher. In the brass column
~Fig. 10!, the mean resistance forceF̄ also increases with
relative humidityx, but now the variation coefficient with
velocity ~the slope in Fig. 10! does not seem to depend onx.
Moreover, for a velocityV5100 mm s21, increase ofF̄ is
only 15% from dry to humid (x590%) atmosphere.

The fit of F̄ with Janssen’s formula adapted to the push
case of Eq.~3! gives parameterKmd(V) for different relative
humiditiesx. The fundamental differences of behavior in th
steady-sliding regime between the duralumin column and
brass column for a same granular material, at same den
suggest that the variations inx and velocity have an influ-
ence mainly on the coefficient of frictionmd at the walls and
little on the mechanical properties of the granular mate
~i.e., K). Therefore, in the following analysis, we will con
siderK as a constant at first order of approximation.

Steel/duralumin. Figure 9 shows that dynamical param
eterKmd is globally less important in a dry atmosphere th
in the ambient atmosphere. In ambient atmosphere (4
,x,73%), a change inx seems to change only the varia
tion coefficient ofKmd with velocity, i.e., the increase o
Kmd with velocity is sharper whenx is higher. This phenom-
enon could be interpreted as a viscous contribution of
water condensed at the contacts. Note that this phenome
ogy contrasts with the observations of Riedoet al. @5#, who
found, for solid-on-solid nanoscopic sliding friction me

d

FIG. 9. ~a! Mean forceF̄ in the steady-sliding regime for heigh
H52.15D ~380 g! of steel beads in the duralumin cylinder, fo
various relative humiditiesx: 72% ~diamonds!, 66% ~open inverted
triangles!, 53% ~triangles!, 40% ~open circles!, and ,3%

~squares!. ~b! Coefficient Kmd extracted from a fit ofF̄ with
formula ~3!.
2-6
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SLOW DYNAMICS AND AGING OF A CONFINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031302 ~2003!
surements, that in all the systems they studied, of vari
wettability, the effect of a humidity increase is to add a ne
tive value to the coefficient of friction force dependence
logarithm of velocity. Table I shows the results of a rou
logarithmic fit of data withmd(V)5m01(a2b)ln(V/V0).
We use the parameter (a2b) as a standard reference to th
Dieterich-Ruina model@27,28#.

We observe that the increase rateK(a2b) of Kmd with
the logarithm of velocity is multiplied by 7 whenx increases
from 40% to 72%.

In order to compare these results with those obtained
solid-on-solid friction experiment, we need to evaluate J
ssen’s parameterK. We extractK from a classical Jansse
experiment@19# and we obtainKms50.18460.002 for a
mean aging time of 40 seconds. From the measuremen
static friction, using the sliding angle of a three bead trip
we extractK51.0260.07.

FIG. 10. ~a! Mean force F̄ in the steady-sliding regime fo
height H52.15D ~380 g! of steel beads in the brass cylinder, f
various relative humiditiesx: 90% ~squares!, 53% ~open circles!,

and,3% ~triangles!. ~b! CoefficientKmd extracted from a fit ofF̄
with formula ~3!.

TABLE I. ParameterK(a2b) extracted from a fit ofKmd with
formula md(V)5m01(a2b)ln(V/V0) for different relative humidi-
ties x in the duralumin column.

Relative humidityx ~%! K(a2b)

,3 0.006560.0006
40 0.00460.0005
53 0.01360.001
66 0.02160.0005
72 0.02860.0015
03130
s
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a
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We supposeK is constant and is not affected by any vari
tion in relative humidity or velocity. The dynamical coeffi
cient of friction obtained in a solid-on-solid friction exper
ment with the slider~Fig. 1 inset! is then compared, in Fig
11, with the one extracted from a fit of the resistance fo
with formula ~3!. Note that the uncertainty onmd extracted
from formula ~3! is mainly systematic~coming from uncer-
tainties onK, which themselves come from uncertainty o
static friction measurements!. We observe that the dynamica
coefficients of friction measured in a solid-on-solid expe
ment increase slightly more strongly with velocity than t
one extracted from the resistance force of the granular m
rial. But importantly, the increase ofmd with relative humid-
ity x is the same in both cases.

In this analysis, we assumed a constant value for Ja
sen’s coefficientK. We can also imagine a slight decrease
K with increasing velocity so that the solid-on-solidmd
would match the one extracted from the pushing experim
However, we will remain prudent as the mean pressure c
tact on beads in the solid on solid experiment is much hig
than in the granular column, which may cause quantitat
differences between friction properties. More precisely, at
bottom of the column, for a pushing forceF̄510 N, the
mean contact force per bead is about 20 mN; a Hertz con
would give mean contact pressurep̄.300 MPa. For a con-
tact force per bead of 2 N~the slider case!, a Hertz contact
would give p̄.1300 MPa.

Steel/brass. In the brass column, we observe the sa
phenomenology as in the duralumin one, i.e., an increas
Kmd with velocity and relative humidityx. The effect of a
change inx is yet less important than in the duralumin co
umn, as the coefficientKmd increases only by 15% at veloc
ity V5100 mm s21 when x increases from 0% to 90%. A
major difference with the duralumin column is that in th
brass column, a variation inx seems to induce a variation o
friction but hardly affects the coefficient of variation wit
velocity ~the slope!. Table II shows the results of a logarith
mic fit of the data with the function:md(V)5m01(a
2b)ln(V/V0). We observe indeed that the slopeK(a2b) of
Kmd with the logarithm of velocity does not practically var

FIG. 11. Dynamical coefficient of frictionmd extracted from a

fit of F̄ with Janssen’s formula adapted to pushing~open symbols!
for a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of steel beads in the duralumi
cylinder, andmd measured in a solid-on-solid experiment~filled
symbols!, for two relative humiditiesx: 40% ~circles! and ,3%
~squares!.
2-7
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G. OVARLEZ AND E. CLÉMENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031302 ~2003!
with relative humidityx, and is much weaker than in th
duralumin column.

The comparison with the slider and the differences
tween the duralumin and brass columns suggest that
rheological properties in the steady-sliding regime are do
nated by the friction properties at the walls. We now inve
tigate the stick-slip regime.

B. Stick-slip regime

In the stick-slip regime, for a given height of beads in t
column and at given driving velocityV and relative humidity
x, the maximum force before a slip and the minimum for
at the end of a slip are constant within 2%@Fig. 5~b!#. Their
distribution around mean valuesFmax and Fmin is nearly
Gaussian.

The dynamical evolutionF(t) of the pushing force during
the slip phase can be translated into a function of the gra
lar material instantaneous velocity. Motion of the granu
material at velocityV induces a variationdF5k(V02V)dt
of resistance force during timedt, wherek is the force probe
stiffness andV0 the driving velocity; we thus obtainV(t)
5V02dF/kdt. We see~Fig. 12! that the acceleration an

TABLE II. ParameterK(a2b) extracted from a fit ofKmd with
formula md(V)5m01(a2b)ln(V/V0) for different relative humidi-
ties x in the brass column.

Relative humidityx ~%! K(a2b)

,3 0.00760.001
53 0.00760.001
90 0.008560.0015

FIG. 12. ~a! Force vs time for a slip event in the stick-sli
regime atV51 mm s21 for a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of steel
beads in the duralumin column.~b! Force vs velocity of the granula
material for the slip event of~a!.
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deceleration phases are nearly symmetric. This phenome
ogy is currently observed in solid friction experiments. Th
is in contrast with previous plane shearing experiments
granular materials@9# in which the deceleration phase wou
occur in two steps, first fast and then slow. However, a ma
difference is that in the latter case, the displacements du
slippage are millimetric~a grain size! whereas in our experi-
ment, they are micrometric (30mm in Fig. 12!. As a conse-
quence, the evolution of forces observed during a slip se
to reflect the slippage of grain contacts at the walls. T
maximum velocities obtained during the slip phase are o
few hundredmm s21. We did not study systematically th
variation of instantaneous velocity with bead height or w
driving velocity.

In the following, we report on theFmax andFmin proper-
ties as a function of the packing height, the driving veloci
and the relative humidity.

1. Mechanical properties

In the stick-slip domain, the mean maximum and min
mum resistance forcesFmax andFmin are measured as func
tions of the packing height~see Fig. 13!, but now we choose
to perform our experiments not at a constant velocityV but
at constant stick timetstick , and we explain why in the
following.

Experimentally, we find that the resistance forcesFmax
and Fmin increase exponentially with packing’s heightH.
The data can actually be fitted by a formula such as Eq.~3!,
but the parameterp11 extracted may be different and shou
not depend onmd(V0) as the granular material is not slidin
during stick, and does not slide at driving velocityV0
during slip.

The model can actually be simply modified for this sit
ation. In the stick-slip regime, when the resistance forceF(t)
is equal toFmax, the material just starts slipping, whic
means that static friction is fully mobilized at this instant f
each contact. So we can writes rz5mss rr everywhere at the
walls, wherems is static friction between beads and the cy
inder’s walls. Static friction coefficients are known to evolv
in time @29#, we then have to include aging effects. As t

FIG. 13. Mean maximum and minimum resistance forcesFmax

~filled triangles! andFmin ~open circles! in the stick-slip regime as a
function of the heightH of the packing scaled by the column diam
eter D, for steel beads in the duralumin column, for stick tim
tstick540 s. The solid and dotted lines are fits by Eq.~8!. The
dashed line is the hydrostatic curve.
2-8
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SLOW DYNAMICS AND AGING OF A CONFINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031302 ~2003!
granular material was at rest in the column since the prev
slip, aging time in this situation is the time of stick

tstick5
Fmax2Fmin

kV0
. ~7!

So the final formula forFmax in Janssen’s framework is

Fe5%glpR2eFexpS e
H

l D21G , ~8!

where the screening length is nowl5R/2Kms(tstick). Here
again,e511 for a pushing experiment~i.e., Fmax5F11),
e521 for a Janssen experiment. The choice of imposin
constant stick timetstick instead of a constant driving veloc
ity V0 for the experiments in the stick-slip regime is no
justified by the dependence ofms on tstick , whereasmd de-
pends onV0.

In the steady-state regime, the experimental data obta
for a given stick timetstick can be fitted by relation~8! by
adjusting only one parameter, i.e.,p115Kms(tstick), where
ms(tstick) is the static coefficient of friction for an aging tim
tstick . For the data of Fig. 13 obtained for a relative humid
x540% with a mean stick time of 40 s, we findp11
50.18460.002 from Fmax @F11 in Eq. ~8!#. Note that,
though friction is not fully mobilized whenF5Fmin , the fit
of Fmin with Eq. ~8! is good~Fig. 13!; we obtain a paramete
p1150.14860.002 which should not be related toms(tstick)
in that case.

As a check of consistency, we perform the following d
namical experiment in the stick-slip regime. First, the gra
lar column is pushed upwards in order to mobilize the fr
tion forces downwards and to reach the steady-s
compacity;Fmax ~referred to asa in Fig. 14! is then mea-
sured for constant stick timetstick . Starting from this situa-
tion, the friction forces are reversed at the walls by mov
the piston downwards. We then measure the forceFmin of
the first slip~referred to asb in Fig. 14! after the same time
tstick . Please, be aware that the roles ofFmin andFmax are

FIG. 14. Sketch of the method for measuring forces at the o
of slipping in the pushing and pulling situations.~a! refers to the
maximum force before a slip in the stationary stick-slip regime
the pushing experiment;~b! refers to the minimum force before th
first slip in the pulling experiment after the material has be
pushed over 5 mm;~c! refers to the minimum force before a slip i
the stationary stick-slip regime in the pulling experiment.
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inverted in the pulling experiment:Fmin is the minimum
force before a slip andFmax is the maximum force at the en
of a slip. We also measure mean minimum forceFmin ~re-
ferred to asc in Fig. 14! when a steady stick-slip regime i
reached in the pulling experiment. Note that this station
regime is characterized by the same compacityn̄'62.5% as
in the pushing situation.

Following relation ~8!, this procedure should imply a
change ofe from 1 to21 and, consequently, the force at th
onset of slipping on the piston should decrease fromF11 to
F21. As we observed no noticeable variation of compac
between the pushing and the pulling, we expect Janss
parameterK value to be unchanged. In Fig. 15, the pullin
force F21 is measured for different packing heightsH, for
the first slipping event, and in the steady stick-slip regim
The fit of experimental results with Eq.~8! gives
p21(40 s)50.23060.004 for stationary stick slip, which is
20% larger thanp11(40 s). It cannot be due to a sligh
change in average compacityn̄ as from relationDK/K
'5Dn̄/ n̄, we would expect a 4% variation in compacit
which would have been observed; let us recall that we a
ally measured a compacity variation between the push
and the pulling experimentsDn̄/ n̄5061%.

As in the steady-sliding experiment, according to Ja
sen’s picture, this would then imply that vertical stress re

et

n

FIG. 15. ~a! Mean maximum resistance force measured in
stick-slip regime as a function of the heightH of the packing scaled
by the column diameterD, for steel beads in the duralumin colum
for stick timetstick540 s; the line is a fit with Eq.~8!. ~b! Measured
mass vs filling mass for a classical Janssen experiment obtaine
two different ways: we plot the mass of the first slipping eve
~squares!, and the mean minimum mass in the stationary stick s
for the pulling situation~triangles!; the line is the Janssen curv
predicted with the parameter extracted from the pushing experim
of ~a!.
2-9
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G. OVARLEZ AND E. CLÉMENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031302 ~2003!
rection is more efficient in the pulling situation; furthermor
this effect is enhanced in the stick-slip regime. For the fi
slip event in the pulling experiment, we findp21(40 s)
50.1660.015, which is now lower thanp11(40 s). We be-
lieve that this is a clear evidence of granular structurat
effects. We interpret the differences inp21 values by saying
that the packing has first been structured to resist the p
ing. When we start pulling, structure is not efficient to res
the pulling, and it results in a lower Janssen’s const
~therefore lowerp21) for the first slip event; when we con
tinue pulling, the packing gets structured to resist pulling a
leans more efficiently on the walls, i.e., Janssen’s cons
~and p21) increases. Moreover, steady-state structuratio
more efficient for the pulling than for the pushing, whic
means that both structurations may be different and co
reflect the symmetry breaking due to gravity.

The results of the simulations of an elastic medium in
column presented in the precedent section for a steady
ing also carry on to the stick-slip situation. If we impo
numerically everywhere at the walls, the relationss rz
5mss rr or s rz5mds rr , it would merely correspond to a
change in the name of the friction coefficient. The equil
rium equations are the same for the static and steady
namic cases. The important common point is that frict
forces are fully mobilized everywhere at the walls. The
fore, as for the steady sliding, the data can be fitted by
elastic predictions, and the 3% difference in Janssen’s

FIG. 16. ~a! Minimum and maximum resistance forcesFmin

~circles! and Fmax ~squares! vs driving velocity in the stick-slip
regime for a heightH51.4D ~250 g! of steel beads in the duralu
min cylinder, for relative humiditiesx590% ~filled symbols! and
x545% ~open symbols!. ~b! Kms as a function of stick timetstick

for a heightH51.4D ~250 g! of steel beads in the duralumin cy
inder, for relative humiditiesx590% ~filled squares! and x
545% ~open circles!.
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rameter between the pulling and the pushing of an ela
medium of constant Poisson ratio is again qualitativ
~though not quantitatively! in agreement with the experimen
tal results.

In the following, as we study the steady-state regime,
will try to distinguish between wall-bead interactions~i.e.,
ms) and the bulk properties~i.e., K) as they influence the
rheological properties when velocity and relative humid
are changed.

2. Rheological properties

The mean maximum forceFmax increases strongly when
the driving velocityV0 is decreased and the relative humidi
x is increased@Figs. 16~a!, 17~a!, and 18~a!#. Furthermore,
apparent divergence ofFmax whenV0 decreases is enhance
whenx increases. The mean minimum forceFmin is almost
independent of the driving velocity, and increases when
relative humidity is increased@Figs. 16~a!, 17~a!, 18~a!#. For
each stick-slip event, an aging time~the stick time! is mea-
sured:tstick5(Fmax2Fmin)/(kV). This time is associated to
a parameterKms(tstick) extracted from the fit of the maxi
mum forceFmax of this stick-slip event with Eq.~8!. In the
following, the results of this analysis for duralumin and bra
columns are compared and discussed.

Steel/duralumin. For steel beads in the duralumin colum
the parameterKms @Figs. 16~b! and 17~b!# increases roughly
logarithmically with aging time, and increases strongly w

FIG. 17. ~a! Minimum and maximum resistance forcesFmin

~circles! and Fmax ~squares! vs driving velocity in the stick-slip
regime for a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of steel beads in the duralu
min cylinder, for relative humiditiesx545% ~open symbols! and
x,3% ~filled symbols!. ~b! Kms as a function of stick timetstick

for a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of steel beads in the duralumi
cylinder, for relative humiditiesx545% ~open circles! and x
,3% ~filled triangles!.
2-10
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SLOW DYNAMICS AND AGING OF A CONFINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031302 ~2003!
relative humidityx. Its value increases by 50% whenx in-
creases from 3% to 45%, and doubles whenx increases
from 45% to 90%. The parameterKms does not depend only
globally on x, but its logarithmic aging rateKb with stick
time tstick depends strongly onx. The values of paramete
Kb extracted from a logarithmic fit ofKms(t), with ms(t)
5m01bln(t/t0), are given in Table III for different relative
humidities.

Note that magnitude ofKb, as K is of the order 1, is
consistent with many previous reports on solid friction@3,4#.
An important feature is that the logarithmic aging rate a
pears to be four times higher in humid atmosphere than
dry atmosphere.

The logarithmic evolution is not perfect: for aging tim
larger than 3000 s, we observe thatKms increases more
sharply with time; for H52.15D of steel beads andx

FIG. 18. ~a! Minimum and maximum resistance forcesFmin

~circles! and Fmax ~squares! vs driving velocity in the stick-slip
regime for a heightH51.7D ~300 g! of steel beads in the bras
cylinder, for relative humiditiesx590% ~open symbols! and x
,3% ~filled symbols!. ~b! Kms as a function of stick timetstick for
a heightH51.7D ~300 g! of steel beads in the brass cylinder, f
relative humiditiesx590% ~filled squares! andx,3% ~filled tri-
angles!; and for a heightH52.15D ~380 g! for relative humidities
x564% ~open circles! andx,3% ~open triangles!.

TABLE III. ParameterKb extracted from a fit ofKms(t) with
ms(t)5m01b ln(t/t0) for different relative humiditiesx, for a
height H51.4D ~250 g! and a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of steel
beads in the duralumin column.

Relative humidityx ~%! Kb

,3 0.00660.001
45 0.01360.003
90 0.02360.001
03130
-
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545%, Kb varies from 0.009 for timeststick,3000 s to
about 0.025 in the last time decade@Fig. 17~b!#. This phe-
nomenon was observed for all relative humiditiesx. It is
similar to what was reported previously by Losert and c
workers@9# for plane shearing of glass beads.

It is tempting to link this enhanced aging behavior to t
granular material’s slow restructuring effects since one m
think of an aging of the granular structure leading to a be
stress redirection at the walls.

However, at this point, it is not possible to differentia
between wall and structure properties. We tried to meas
independentlyms aging properties in a solid-on-solid exper
ment, but we did not obtain satisfactory statistics to co
clude. Therefore, we need to compare the results obtaine
the duralumin column to the one obtained in the bra
column.

Steel/brass. For steel beads in the brass column, the
rameterKms extracted from the experimental measureme
@Fig. 18~b!# also increases logarithmically with aging tim
However, the increase with relative humidityx is much less
important than in the duralumin column since theKms in-
crease is only 50% when increasingx from dry atmosphere
to 90% humidity, whereas the increase is more than 150%
the duralumin column for the same variation ofx. Moreover,
the Kms increase with stick time seems now perfectly log
rithmic over four decades of time variation.

As in the duralumin column,Kms increase rate with stick
time tstick depends onx. The values of parameterKb ex-
tracted from a logarithmic fit ofKms(t), with ms(t)5m0
1b ln(t/t0), are given in Table IV. Logarithmic aging rate
now 2.5 times greater in humid atmosphere than in dry
mosphere ~it was four times higher in the duralumi
column!.

Comments. Since the only difference between both sy
tems ~duralumin and brass columns! is the contacts at the
walls, as for the steady-sliding regime, the differences
served in the rheological behavior suggest that the aging
Kms is mainly an aging of friction coefficientms at the walls
and that humidity affects principally the contacts at the wa

Relative humidityx seems to have two effects in the d
ralumin column: first, the aging rate is higher whenx is
higher, second, the friction level for short times is high
whenx is higher.

In the brass column there seems to be an effect ofx only
on the aging rate: theKms(tstick) curves for differentx cross
for t50.1 ms. The logarithmic aging rate coefficient ge
comparable values in both columns, but it is higher in t

TABLE IV. ParameterKb extracted from a fit ofKms(t) with
ms(t)5m01b ln(t/t0) for different relative humiditiesx, for a
height H51.7D ~300 g! and a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of steel
beads in the brass column.

Relative humidityx ~%! Kb

,3 0.00660.001
64 0.01160.0005
90 0.01460.0005
2-11
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G. OVARLEZ AND E. CLÉMENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031302 ~2003!
duralumin column (Kb50.023) in humid atmosphere tha
in the brass column (Kb50.014).

Our observations are consistent with recent aging exp
ments in granular media@6,7# and solid-on-solid aging ex
periments@4#, where logarithmic aging of static friction en
hanced by an increase in relative humidityx was found.
These results have been interpreted by the dynamics of
illary condensation at the contacts@6,8#, which is a thermally
activated process. As time goes on, there are more and m
capillary bridges at the contacts, which are responsible fo
adhesion force increasing with aging time; moreover, c
densation goes faster whenx is higher. In these models
there is no aging in dry atmosphere, as no condensation
occur; this prediction agrees with most observations@4#. As
in our experiment the logarithmic aging rate coefficient is n
zero in dry atmosphere~even though the air flux we impos
is probably not perfectly dry!, we can conclude that capillar
condensation is not the only source of aging. Another sou
of aging can be creep of contacts@3#.

We observed that aging is perfectly logarithmic in t
brass column. Therefore, we are led to analyze again
aging in the duralumin column since the interpretation ba
on aging of internal friction we proposed for the duralum
column should also apply to the brass column, which is
contradiction with the observed behavior.

If we assume thatK properties depend only on the gran
lar material properties, the acceleration of logarithmic ag
in the duralumin column may be not linked to aging of bea
bead contacts or granular slow restructurations. We may
start from the following experimental observations: in sol
on-solid friction experiments, static friction coefficientsms
are found to depend on the applied shear exerted for a g
waiting time @3,30#. For a higher shear during a given wa
ing time, coefficientms is higher and the logarithmic agin
rate is higher too@3#. In our experiments, during a ‘‘stick’
event, the pushing force increases linearly with time, i
shear at the walls~and contact pressure! increases. As a con
sequence, aging occurs with a nonconstant applied shea
the mean shear is more important when the aging tim
higher. Consequently for high waiting time or stick time, i.
for high mean shear at the walls, the aging of the sta
friction coefficient may be accelerated.

This phenomenology may bea priori different for differ-
ent surfaces, which would explain why aging seems perfe
logarithmic in the brass column, and not in the duralum
column.

3. Analysis of Fmax evolution

Now, the high enhancement of the blocking resistan
force Fmax with decreasing driving velocity can be simp
understood within the Janssen framework. We start from
experimental observation that the minimum forceFmin after
a slip does not depend on velocity~at constant relative hu
midity x): Fmin5F0. Therefore, the aging timetstick before
a slip reads

tstick5~Fmax2F0!/~kV!. ~9!
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We suppose, as well-verified experimentally, that the coe
cient of friction ms at the walls follows a logarithmic aging
law:

ms~ t !5m01b ln~ t/t!. ~10!

This value ofms(t) for aging timetstick can be injected in
formula ~8!. We then obtain

Fmax}V21/g ~11!

with g5R/(2KbH)21.
The apparent divergence ofFmax with decreasing veloc-

ity, as observed experimentally, is thus more important wh
the height of beads and the logarithmic aging rateb of fric-
tion at the walls~i.e., relative humidity asb increases withx)
are higher. The observed strong dependence ofFmax with V
then corresponds to an exponential amplification of fricti
aging at the walls. Elements of interpretation along the
lines were already given in Ref.@16#.

C. Influence of relative humidity: An open problem

Nevertheless from the whole series of experiments
performed on this system, we are led to conclude that
dependence of the phenomenology with the relative humi
x remains sometimes unclear.

As an illustration of this statement, we report the follow
ing result~Figs. 19 and 20!. In an experiment performed in

FIG. 19. ~a! Maximum and minimum resistance forces to pus
ing Fmax ~stars! andFmin ~squares! of a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of
steel beads in the duralumin cylinder vs time in the stick-slip
gime (V550 nm s21). ~b! Evolution of relative humidityx during
the experiment of~a!. The dotted line separates two phases:~1!
forces andx evolutions are not correlated;~2! forces andx evolu-
tions are correlated.
2-12
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SLOW DYNAMICS AND AGING OF A CONFINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031302 ~2003!
the stick-slip regime and in the ambient atmosphere, fo
driving velocity V550 nm s21, the forcesFmin and Fmax
were found to be independent ofx, which was varying be-
tween 52% and 62%, during the first 30 h of the experime
We then observed that theFmin andFmax variations became
suddenly correlated to thex variations and would stay cor
related for the next 80 h. For the first 30 h,x increased from
52% to 62%, whileFmin and Fmax were nearly constant
Fmax511.6 N, Fmin58.2 N. Thenx varied from 62% to
68% in 1 h:Fmin andFmax started to be correlated tox from
this ‘‘triggering event’’ and for the next 80 h as if the syste
had suddenly reached some ‘‘reversible branch.’’

Such a phenomenology was never obtained when hum
ties x590% andx,3% were imposed. When we impose
dry atmosphere, the force would reach its stationary valu
a few minutes and we never noticed any variation in t
value for 5 days; when we imposed humid atmosphere,
force would reach its stationary value in a maximum of 3
and we noticed no variation in this value for 5 days.

This may, however, incite to prudence for results obtain
in the ambient atmosphere, for experiments performed on
granular column as much as for solid-on-solid friction e
periments. As an example, we see in Fig. 20 that forx
560%, Fmax511.560.2 N when forces andx are not
correlated, whereasFmax510.360.2 N when they are
correlated.

Furthermore, this opens the question of the metastab
of capillary condensation. If variation ofFmax with x is in-
terpreted as variation ofms due to thermally activated capil
lary condensation at the contacts@6,8#, it seems possible tha
capillary condensation did not occur for hours. If we no
that Fmax starts to be correlated withx when constant value
of Fmax is equal toFmax on thex dependent part of the curv
~i.e., Fmax511.8 N andx568%), another possibility is tha
there were as much capillary bridges condensed at the
tacts as forx568% in the first part of the experiment, i.e
evaporation does not always happen.

D. Dieterich-Ruina analysis

A standard phenomenological model accounting for st
and dynamic properties of solid friction is the so-call
Dieterich-Ruina model@27,28#. In this picture, the coeffi-
cient of friction is

FIG. 20. Maximum and minimum forcesFmax ~stars! andFmin

~squares! vs relative humidityx for the experiment of Fig. 19;
phases~1! and ~2! of Fig. 19 are indicated on the graph.
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m5m01a lnS V

V0
D1b ln

V0u

D
, ~12!

whereu obeys@31#

du

dt
512

uV

D
; ~13!

m0 , a, b, andD are constants dependent on the materials
contact. ParameterD is usually interpreted as a characteris
length for renewal of contacts and is of the order of the cre
length before sliding@10#. In a stationary steady-sliding re
gime, u5D/V is interpreted as a characteristic time for r
newal of contacts.

This model accounts for the logarithmic aging of sta
friction, and the logarithmic velocity strengthening or wea
ening in the steady-sliding regime with

dms /d ln~ t !5b, ~14!

dmd /d ln~V!5a2b. ~15!

It also accounts for a third usual phenomenon observed
the transitory regime when the velocity is changed sudde
In this case there is an abrupt change in friction coeffici
followed by exponential relaxation to a new stationary valu
If we change velocityV1 to velocity V2, the instantaneous
change in friction coefficient from stationary valuemd(V1)
5m01(a2b)ln(V1 /V0) is 1a ln(V2 /V1); friction change
from this value to new stationary valuemd(V2) is then
2b ln(V2 /V1) during typical time t5D/V2, i.e., we get
md(V2)5m01(a2b)ln(V2 /V0).

Now we test the Dieterich-Ruina model with the ste
duralumin and steel/brass friction coefficient extracted fr
our data. As we observed logarithmic aging and rough lo
rithmic velocity strengthening, we get parametersa and b.
We are therefore able to test this model predictions with
observation of response to an abrupt variation of velocity

Experimentally, we never observed any transitory sta
the force in the steady-sliding regime was always chan
from stationary valueF̄(V1) to stationary valueF̄(V2) when
changing velocity fromV1 to V2. From the measured valu
of Kb50.010 for steel/duralumin friction andKb50.011 for
steel/brass in the ambient atmosphere, we would, howe
expect the force at the beginning of the transitory regime
be 0.5 N larger~steel beads heightH52.15D) than the sta-
tionary force at the new velocity. As the natural fluctuatio
of force are around 0.1 N, we would therefore expect
observe this transitory regime inF̄ due to change in friction
at the walls. Now we give an interpretation for why, with
the Dietrich-Ruina picture, this transitory regime was n
observed, which yields an upper bound for the material c
tact renewal lengthD0.

When velocity is changed from 10mm s21 to
100 mm s21 for H52.15D ~380 g! of steel beads in a dur
alumin cylinder, the change in theF̄ stationary value is of 1
N. But, due to the finite stiffness of our setup, this chan
cannot be instantaneous: an increaseDF of force at constant
velocity takes minimal timet5DF/(kV). So an increase o
2-13
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G. OVARLEZ AND E. CLÉMENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031302 ~2003!
1 N of force at 100mm s21 takes timet50.25 s. This time
must be compared to time lengtht of transitory regime:t
5D0 /V. Therefore, in the framework of the Dieterich-Ruin
model, we needt to be less than the time of force variatio
which meansD0,25 mm .

Let us now consider a sudden decrease in velocity fr
100 mm s21 to 1 mm s21. Now the decrease of force is gov
erned by inertial time:t in5pAm/k, which can be evaluated
around t in5200 ms. This leads toD0,400 nm ~so thatt
,t in) consistently with the Dieterich-Ruina model if no tra
sitory state is observed.

We have no precise measure forD0 but this upper limit on
the value is coherent with the usual interpretation in terms
length for contact renewal, as the duralumin column me
roughness is 400 nm. Thus, we can neither validate nor
out the Dieterich-Ruina model for our system.

E. Transition mechanism

For experiments performed at given height of beads
relative humidityx, we observe that the transition from stic
slip to steady sliding occurs for a finite stick-slip amplitu
~Fig. 21!. This suggests a subcritical transition but such
transition would be hysteretic. In order to verify this featu
we make the following experiment: we drive the system a
constant velocity in the steady-sliding regime near the tr
sition until it reaches a stationary state, we then decre
continuously the velocity, without ever stopping the mov
ment, to a velocity for which stick slip used to occur. No
that the results reported in the previous sections and in
21 were obtained for independent experiments on syst
driven at a unique velocity. We observe that if we impo
V5700 nm s21 directly, we obtain a stick-slip motion
whereas when we decrease velocity from 1.4mm s21 ~in the
steady sliding regime! to V5700 nm s21 the motion is
steady sliding. This proves the hysteretic character of
transition, which was actually hard to observe as the sys
seems very sensitive to noise.

This transition is similar to the one observed by Hes
et al. @10# in solid-on-solid experiments; it corresponds
what they call the ‘‘inertial regime.’’ It is a characteristic o

FIG. 21. Mean maximum and minimum forcesFmax ~squares,
dotted line! andFmin ~circles, dashed line! in the stick-slip regime,

and mean resistance forceF̄ ~triangles, full line! in the steady-
sliding regime for a heightH52.15D ~380 g! of steel beads in the
duralumin cylinder, for relative humidityx540%.
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systems for which the dynamical coefficient of friction in
creases with velocity. This transition scenario was explain
by Brockleyet al. @32#. However, they found that the forceF̄
in the steady-sliding regime at the transition is of order
Fmin . We actually find~see Fig. 21! that F̄ is less thanFmin
for steel beads in the duralumin cylinder, a feature we do
understand, whereasF̄'Fmin in the brass cylinder.

Again, the transition we observed is consistent with a p
ture of solid friction sliding instability at the wall. This is
also consistent with the model we have developed in
preceding section.

IV. POLYDISPERSE GLASS BEADS

After the study of the simplest case, with monodispe
low friction beads, we now want to study the effect of di
order ~friction, polydispersity! on rheology. Therefore, we
choose to study a miscellany of glass beads using a mix
of three diameters~1.5 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm! with equal
volume of each kind in an abraded PMMA cylinder. In th
following, we present the features obtained in the stick-s
regime for this system.

A. Stick-slip characterization

For low velocities (V,100 nm s21), a stick-slip motion
is obtained with the same properties as observed with mo
disperse steel beads in a duralumin or brass cylinder. It

FIG. 22. ~a! Minimum and maximum resistance forcesFmin

~open circles! and Fmax ~full squares! vs driving velocity in the
stick-slip regime for a heightH52.8D ~132 g! of a miscellany of
glass beads in the PMMA cylinder at relative humidityx535%.
~b! Kms as a function of stick timetstick extracted fromFmax with
Eq. ~8!.
2-14
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SLOW DYNAMICS AND AGING OF A CONFINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031302 ~2003!
regular stick-slip motion characterized by a maximum fo
before slipping that increases strongly when velocity is
creased and a minimum force after slipping which does
depend on velocity@Fig. 22~a!#. A coefficientKms(tstick) can
be extracted fromFmax with Eq. ~8! for low velocities (V
,100 nm s21). Again, it shows a logarithmic aging of fric
tion at the walls@Fig. 22~b!#. However, the behavior change
for higher velocities just before the transition to steady s
ing. The stick-slip motion is then less and less regular as
velocity is increased. Furthermore, we observe structure
the force signal. Figure 23 evidences cycles of force incre
during which the maximum and minimum forces increase
several stick-slip events, as the force amplitudeDFstick dur-
ing a stick is higher than the force amplitudeDFslip during a
slip. Then, at the end of a cycle, there is a big slip event
a new cycle starts. This phenomenon is similar to the
observed by Albertet al. @12# for the pushing of a stick in a
granular material and to the one observed for alumin
beads by Kolbet al. @15# in the same display as ours but
2D. It was, however, much more important in that study
2D: the forceFmax would then increase from 2 N after a b
slip event to 20 N before the next big slip event.

We analyze this phenomenon by studying the distribut
of force amplitudes defined asDFstick5Fmax( i )2Fmin( i )
for the i th stick event, andDFslip5Fmax( i )2Fmin( i 11) for
the following slip event~Fig. 24!. We observe the evolution
of these distributions with increasing velocity.DFstick distri-
bution remains centered around a mean value; however,
distribution gets larger when the velocity is increased. F
lower velocities @150 nm s21 in Fig. 24~a!#, stick slip is
regular andDFslip distribution is regular around same me

FIG. 23. ~a! Resistance force to pushing of a heightH52.7D
~126 g! of a miscellany of glass beads in the PMMA cylinder
displacementdstage of the translation stage in the stick-slip regim
(V51500 nm s21); ~b! zoom of ~a!.
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value asDFstick ~with nevertheless a larger distribution!.
When velocity is increased, the distribution is still predom
nant around same mean value asDFstick but many smaller
values start to merge in the distribution@V5750 nm s21 in
Fig. 24~b!#; these small values become as frequent as
larger ones for higher velocities@V51500 nm s21 in Fig.
24~c!#. The distribution also enlarges to the higher valu
which corresponds to occurrence of the big slip events. N
that in these experiments, the transition to steady-sliding
gime occurs for a velocity aroundV52000 nm s21.

B. Analysis

Several explanations can be proposed to account for
complex dynamics exhibiting a large distribution of ener
release. In our point of view, the principal ingredient for
explanation seems to be the progressive structuration of
packing between two big slip events. In the Janssen mo
picture, the progressive increase ofFmax in a cycle corre-
sponds to progressive increase of Janssen’s constantK. The
K value increases from an initial valueK0 at the beginning of
a cycle up to a maximum valueKmax at the end of the cycle
and is reinitialized by a big slip event to valueK0. Let us

FIG. 24. Distribution of force variationsDFstick5Fmax( i )
2Fmin( i ) during a stick andDFslip5Fmax( i )2Fmin( i 11) during
a slip of a heightH52.7D ~126 g! of a miscellany of glass beads i
the PMMA cylinder for three driving velocities:~a! V
5150 nm s21; ~b! V5750 nm s21; ~c! V51500 nm s21.
2-15
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recall thatK was found to increase with density in anoth
paper@19#. A consequence of this dependence was show
Sec. III A 1. Therefore, a way to obtain the phenomenolo
is to start from a loose packing at the beginning of a cycle
each small slip event densifies the packing~as can be ex-
pected from compaction under vibration!, it leads to a small
increase inK, so that the minimum forceFmin at the end of
the slip is higher than the forceFmin at the end of the pre
ceding slip; the maximum forceFmax at the end of the stick
is also higher than the forceFmax at the end of the precedin
stick. Sometimes, big events occur; they probably co
spond to convective motion at the walls~as observed by
Kolb et al. in 2D @15#! which loosens the packing, whic
then gets the initial density of the cycle.

Within the interpretation we give, the stick events las
constant time as the aging time of contacts at the walls is
controlled by the velocity. This explains why the distributio
of DFstick is still centered on mean value contrary toDFslip .

But still a criterion for big slip events has yet to be foun
it may be the level of stresses or a dilatancy effect at h
density causing shear band and convection rolls. The re
larity of stick-slip motion at low velocities can be understo
if the criterion for big slip events is at an upper stress lev
A slow driving velocity leads to long aging of contacts at t
walls so that the maximum forceFmax is always greater than
the threshold to obtain a big slip. All slip events are then
slip events in this case.

This transition from a simple steady stick slip to a co
plex dynamical regime with a large distribution of elas
energy release is an interesting issue and we plan to pu
further the investigation trying to clarify in particular the ro
of disorder and polydispersity in the phenomenology.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented an experimental report on the dynam
behavior of a granular column pushed vertically. The w
roughness of the cylindrical container is much smaller th
the typical grain size. We first investigated the case o
monodisperse assembly of steel beads and observed a
driving velocities (1,V,100 mm/s) a steady behavior suc
that the pushing forces increase roughly logarithmically w
velocity. On the other hand, at very low driving veloci
(V,1 mm/s), we evidenced a discontinuous and hyster
transition to a stick-slip regime characterized by a stro
divergence of the maximal blockage force when the veloc
goes to zero. All this phenomenology is strongly influenc

@1# Physics of Dry Granular Media, edited by H.J. Herrmann, J.-P
Hovi, and S. Luding~Kluwer Academic Dordrecht, 1998!; E.
Clément, Curr. Opin. Colloid Interface Sci.4, 294 ~1999!.

@2# D.M. Wood,Soil Behaviour and Critical State Soil Mechanic
~Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK, 1990!.

@3# P. Berthoudet al., Phys. Rev. B59, 14313~1999!.
@4# J. Crassouset al., Europhys. Lett.47, 562 ~1999!.
@5# E. Riedo, F. Le´vy, and H. Brune, Phys. Rev. Lett.88, 185505

~2002!.
@6# L. Bocquetet al., Nature~London! 396, 735 ~1998!.
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by surrounding humidity: generally, higher humidity lev
increases strongly the resistance to pushing. Finite elem
numerical simulations were used to confront experimen
results to a modeling of the granular packing as an isotro
elastic medium. Then, we showed that a simple Janss
model is a fair base for analysis as it provides the corr
physical interpretation for the pushing resistance. This Ja
sen’s model was used to extract an important mechan
parameter combining the effects of stress redirection
wall friction, but there is an inherent difficulty to isolat
clearly the various contributions either coming from bu
reorganization or from the surface friction properties.

Using different column materials and measuring direc
the friction of a grain with the wall, we accumulated seve
evidences leading us to conclude that the force depend
with driving velocity and humidity is strongly related to th
bead-wall friction properties:~i! in the steady limit grain/
wall tribology measurements show a friction force increas
with humidity and velocity;~ii ! in the stick-slip regime, the
blockage enhancement can be related to humidity indu
aging of the bead-wall friction;~iii ! the hysteretic transition
mechanism from stick slip to steady sliding is similar to t
one observed in solid-on-solid experiments@32,10#.

In spite of a dominant surface effect, we could also ide
tify contributions of bulk structurations. For example, w
related the transitory part of the response to pushing t
dependence of the coefficient of redirection between h
zontal and vertical stress with packing fraction. Also, a cle
difference of the mechanical parameters extracted fr
pushing and pulling experiments shows a contribution of t
turation effects of about 20%.

A second system, made of polydisperse assemblies
glass beads, was investigated. We emphasize the onset
new complex dynamical behavior, i.e., the large distribut
of blockage forces evidenced in the stick-slip regime close
the transition.
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